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GRAPE BOWL KICK-OFF-1:30
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C. O. P. — S. C., STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

VoL 44.

X UNITS DISCUSS PUBLICATION
INCORPORATION AT TUES. MEET
The biggest problem on the hands of the publication staffs of
College and C.O.P. at the present time is money.
tinued their own separate annual,
it would mean less and get more
for their money.

BOTH COLLEGES SHORT
According to Mr. Adamson, the
yearbook staff of Unit I is short
approximately $1200 of estimated
cost. The lowest bid thus far re
ceived from a Stockton printing
concern has been $3800 for 1000
books. The Naranjado represen
CONS •—
tatives
reported that they were
The representatives concluded
financially
short also.
that the merger would not only
prove unpopular with most of MERCHANTS REFUSE
Units I and II, but also with
Some merchants of Stockton
Unit III, because of the fact that
have contributed their share to
COP would probably occupy most
the fretting of the publication
of the space, allowing only a small
staffs, by either refusing to ad
number of pages in the last part
vertise or by refusing to pay as
of the yearbook for Unit I.
much for advertising space as in
MORE FOR THEIR MONEY
At the same time it was made previous years.
known that the Unit I students The group are making plans
would have to pay more for the for meeting again in the near
annual, whereas if they con- future.
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WINTER FORMAL TOMORROW NIGHT;
F.S.A. SAYS "BIGGEST, BEST EVER"

Stockton

^CORPORATION OF
UNIT PUBLICATIONS
In a meeting held in Dean Ed
ward Betz' office Tuesday, Mr.
John Adamson and Dean Philip
Garlington (representing Unit I)
and Ed James and Herb Hart
(representing Units II and III)
discussed publishing an annual
which would include all three
units.

/

Lodi 20-30's Sponsor
Post-Game Dance
Another Grape Bowl Dance (in
addition to the Winter Formal in
the Civic Auditorium) will be
held in the Lodi Armory (next to
the Stadium) tomorrow night.

New, Unusual Decorations by Fornacheri
Music by Joe Pallota Featured at Flop
Swirling formals and gleaming tuxs will be again on the
loose tomorrow night when the winter formal, which is sponsored
every year by the F.S.A. is held in the Civic Auditorium from 9-1.
* Dick Speck, general chairman
for the dance, says, "At least 400
couples are expected, and it will
no doubt be the dance of the en
tire year." Bids are being handled
by Pat Keagy, and the decora
The College of Pacific debate tions, which are going to be some
teams played host to eleven thing new and different, art in
schools last Friday and Saturday. charge of Buzz Fornacheri.

Largest GOP Debate
Tournament Success

ROSS HANNA
Sponsoring the dance is the
Lodi 20-30 Club.
It will begin at nine o'clock to
the music of Ross Hanna and his
orchestra. Refreshments will be
served.
ELEVEN PARTICIPATE
UNIT I INVITED
A total of eleven schools par
In an attempt to bring closer
ticipated for forensic laurels in together the units of the Federa
New Courses Here
the tournament; nine from Cali tion, Unit I Student Council mem
Build Curriculum
fornia, and two schools from out bers have been invited to the
Dean Bertholf has announced of state; Nevada and Utah.
dance by the officers of Units II
the addition of several new classes
California schools entered were and HI.
for next semester on the College Pasadena City College, Los An
Joe Pallota and his band, from
of Pacific time schedule.
will furnish music for
Vallejo,
geles
City
College,
San
Jose
A new psychology course will
the affair. One of the students
State,
Cal
Tech,
UCLA,
Chico
be Current Theories in Psychol
here at C.O.P., Bob Anderson, was
B0DLEY DIRECTS MESSIAH SUNDAY ogy and will be open to upper State, Bakersfield College, Weber once
a member of the band.
Once again the date for the performance of Handel's "Messiah" level students with no previous College, and Reedley College.
training
in
this
course.
Construc
F.S.A. CARDS
has been set. Sunday, December 12.
tion Planning, Engineering De NO AWARDS
There will be two performances,
"Only one student body card is
The tourney was only a prac
one at 3 p.m., another at 7:30. eludes a part for solo trumpeter partment; and Music Fundamen tice affair with no awards given. necessary per couple for admit
Both will be under the direction Kenneth Melie. Melie performs on tals for Radio Majors will also be
tance," says Bob Wilson, F.S.A.
added. History and Philosophy of STANDOUTS
of Professor J. Russel Bodley, a high pitch "D" trumpet.
President, "and everybody is
Church Music, taught by Mr. Mor Tops for COP in men's "De
who yearly conducts this great BERNICE FUTTERER
urged to come."
gan, and Related Arts in the bate" were Stokes-Pederson, MullProfessor
Bodley
feels
that
he
work.
is especially fortunate to have Home Economics department are Nicolaysen, Mayer - Merdinger,
SOLOISTS
Wolf-Cunningham: For the wo
Featured soloists will be Eliza such a fine group to work with new courses.
Tues. Performance
Additional courses in the P. E. men, Riggs-Kincaid. Oustanding
beth Spelts, soprano; J. Henry and is pleased to present Bernice
department will include Epidem- in "Extemporaneous" speaking
Futterer,
who
is
at
present
the
Welton, tenor; Bernice Futterer,
For Women's Choir
ilogy, tought by Dr. DuBeau, and were Stokes and Mull. (
contralto; and Frank Thornton musical director and soloist at
On Tuesday, December 14,
the Church of the Holy Spirit in Folk Dance Curricula in the Ele
Smith, bass.
BAKERSFIELD
the
Women's Choir under the
mentary
Grades,
taught
by
LawThe performance will include Sacramento. She has studied in ton Harris. The Stutterer will be
The next big tournament is direction of Arthur Holton,
New
York
and
in
Sacramento
ten choruses. Among the new one
offered by the Speech department tentatively set for Bakersfield will present a program in the
to be presented are: "His Yoke Is with Maude Redmon Torrey. The
and Station Management and Op sometime in February. Mean Conservatory Auditorium. The
contralto
has
had
a
series
of
ra
Easy" and "The Trumpet Shall
eration to be taught by Mr. while inter-school debates will be time is 8:15 p.m.
Sound." The latter provides solo dio programs besides doing much
taking place regularly.
Crabbe.
opportunity for the bass and in- concert work.

WINDMILLER
INSIDE U. N. SAYS SOVIET
VETOnnnncitinn
INEVITABLE
*"
_
..
T-,
i_
ol modo
it" clear
pIPflT tTl3.t.
al
made it
that the East
Marshall Windmiller, COP
Jumnus, reports again, this time
rom the inside of the UN. Windailler in a previous letter, com
mented that he "very much in'eed" would like accreditation to
'Mn admittance into the UN, re
vived same from the Stockton
Record and agreed in exchange to
Tite a series of articles for
hem. The following report is
Tinted with permission of the
Record.—(Ed.)
^ UN AND NEW MEMBERS
By M. WINDMILLER
Last week in two three-hour
lessions the Ad Hoc Political
;oihmittee gave the gallery its
n°ney worth.
s
This committee has been de
ling the question of admission
new members for several

all get in or I use the veto. Rus that Russia's avowed opposition
had no more respect for the ad
sia has already made this threat on political grounds is illegal in
visory opinion than it had for
the
opinion
of
the
court.
But
of
good once.
course it must be remembered Adam Smith's "Wealth of Na
THREATENS VETO
that this court opinion is merely tions."
Russia has reaffirmed its posi an advisory opinion, and like all The closing debate had every
tion on membership sufficiently International Court pronounce thing: humor, invective and an
often to make it quite clear that ments is in no way binding upon element of tragedy. It was also
the veto will be used again. The any sovereign nation.
an outstanding example of how
Russians consider the problem to
a parliamentary group can tie
REVIEW APPLICATIONS
be a political one.
itself in parliamentary knots.
NO OBJECTIONS
The West has just secured the
This
latest
attempt
by
the
West
Russia has stated that she has
adoption in the Ad Hoc commit COMPLICATED
no objection to the admission of to get its friends in differed from tee of several resolutions asking The first item to be considered
any of these countries and she previous efforts mainly because the Security Council to review was the French proposal concern
will approve Western-sponsored of a recent advisory opinion on these applications for member ing the order in which pending
nations if the West wiU approve the matter by the International ship "in the light of the advisory resolutions would be voted on.
hers. The West refuses but Court of Justice. This opinion opinion of the International This had to be debated because
nevertheless receives the General says that the only conditions Court of Justice." These resolu Australia disagreed with the
Assembly stamp of approval be which can be considered regard tions were passed, most of them French arrangement. In fact, not
cause it commands the majority. ing applications for membership
only was it debated at length, it
with the usual vote of 47 to 6,
The snag, of course, comes later are those outlined in Article 4 of
after prolonged debate during was voted upon, that is to say, a
in the Security Council where the charter. Consideration on any which Vishinsky, Katz-Suchy et
(Continued on Page 6)
Russia says, in effect, either they i other basis is illegal. This means

weeks. The Western Bloc wants
to secure the admission of Italy,
Finland, Austria and others. The
Eastern group wants to admit
Mongolia, Rumania and others in
the Eastern sphere. The majority
of the General Assembly approve
the Western applications and re
ject the friends of Russia.
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Harbert's Therapy Group to Broadcast
Mrs. Wilhelmina Harbert, of the Conservatory faculty, has
definitely made a name for herself in the past few years. Her
fine reputation grew from earnest and tenacious efforts in behalf
of her musical therapy theories and activities in the Stockton
vicinity. Through the supervision of Mrs. Harbert, students who
are interested in musical therapy work have gained clinical ex
perience by working with patients at the Stockton State Hospital.
A MAJOR COURSE
•
Musical Therapy has been in Harbert points out that the main
use at the Stockton State Hos emphasis of the music whether
pital for six years. However with it be popular or classical is to
in the last two years Musical bring forth sensory-motor assoTherapy has become a major ciational and intellectual respon
course in the music department ses.
at C.O.P. This work is now be
ing extended to the San Joaquin THERAPY IN RADIO
Through the cooperation of Mr.
General Hospital where an ade
quate laboratory is provided for John Crabbe, the radio workshop
research and student experience. is providing a new phase in
Musical Therapy is not limited to Musical Therapy with the help of
work at the hospital; it is a fea Mrs. Harbert. Musical Therapy
ture of the speech clinic; it is On The Air, soon to be released,

Don't Discard that
Formal and Tie

The best Christmas present
you can give this year are
those formats that you are
about to throw away, to the
girls at the State Hospital.
There is a need for dancing
slippers, costume jewelry, and
accessories. Men's suits and
neckties are also needed. The
State Hospital is building a
wardrobe closet for such ar
ticles which will be of help in
making the hospital dances
more colorful affairs.
Take these articles to Room
201 in the Conservatory. They
will be greatly appreciated.

HEADS and TALES
By E. BORROR
That new "limited activities"
card for Units I and II will be
priced at $7.50.
Fresno wrote a most scholarly
apology for the little disturbance
over the Tommy Tiger head scuf
fle during that Thanksgiving Day
game. All in the spirit of friendly
rivalry, they said.
According to the "letter of the
law," stolen Student Body cards
get the same fine that lost ones
do.
Music for the Winter Formal
will be supplied by Joe Palotta.
Unit I council members are in
vited as special guests.
Question: Should we have a
big-big name band for Mardi Gras
or only a big-name band and place
the balance in a reserve fund for,
say, a student lounge? Contact
your representative if you have
an opinion to present.
Chipmunks would be nice to
have on campus, too.

Above is Mrs. Wilhelmenia Harbert, of the Conservatory
Exchange Rally
faculty, who is dedicating most of her time and all of herself
to her theories and practices in the field of Music Therapy.
Highlighting the recent Fresno
In the near future, KCVN, your campus f.m. station will re exchange rally, were vocalists
lease transcriptions of her broadcasts in which her therapy patients Lena Hatt, Marv Tripp, and the
Midnighters with the Ross Hanparticipate.
na Combo providing good Dixie
used by teachers working with will feature patients from the land jive. Also in Fresno were
homebound children; it is corre hospital orchestra, a ward glee Prexy Bob Wilson and Rally
lated with special work for spas- club, and several soloists have ap Chairman Pete DaVanis. Johnny
peared and have enjoyed making Graves officiated as Master of
tics.
transcriptions under the super Ceremonies.
MUSIC OVER WORDS
In a recent lecture to the ther vision of Joan Parkinson, student
apy students Dr. Shostack from producer.
Ring with silver setting was
the State Hospital stressed the FRIDAY PROGRAM
found at Standard Station,
Varied programs are provided
fact that music can d© what the
Harding and Madison. Phone
spoken word can not — bring for the pdtients by C.O.P. stu
4-3815.
forth a deep and significant re dents Friday afternoons. Recent
sponse. Music is an important appearances have been made by
factor in rehabilitation. Mrs. members of the football team, a group from the Pacific Band, Reba Watterson, and some from the
cast of Dream Girl. Future pro
grams will present the Women's
A Capella Choir, students from
the Drama Dept., and Leighton
Edleman's Time For Music show.

-SURPLUS PORTABLE MICROSCOPESWe offer a limited quantity of surplus portable microscopes

for sale.

These are all new, in original cartons and cost

many times the price for which they are now being offered.
SPECIFICATIONS: Overall height 8 inches, turret with
three different powers. Will accept auxiliary eyepiece
for higher powers desired. Fully adjustable on tiltback
base. Optical system: pitch polished lenses.
These portable microscopes are offered subject to prior sale
on the following terms: Price $9.00, includes shipping and
packing charges. Check or money order should be sent with
your order or $2.50 deposit, the microscope to be sent C.O.D.
for balance. Any check received after quantity has been
sold will be returned promptly.

GIBSON PAGE CO., INC.
Dealers in War Surplus
Box 1130, Rochester 2, N.Y.

WATCHES

DIAMONDS

M. Friedberger & Co.
339 E. MAIN ST.
GIFTS

SILVER

For your Christmas Needs,
try SAYLOR'S
and RONES
boxed Candies.
COLLEGE PENNANTS
and JEWELRY
at the

College
Bookstore

POWERFUL PLAY GIVEN
BY UPSTAIRS PLAYERS
By MARV MORGANTI
Seven Pacific Theatre thespians played the parts of carpenterhelpers under head carpenter DeMarcus Brown last Friday night
when they took the tools of the drama in hand and built a powerful
production out of a mediocre play.
The occasion was the secondsopening of the college players for being cast continually in the *Bii.
the Silver Anniversary season. lie Burke' type of roles, she proves
The play, "Power Without Glory," concisively that she should not
was not worthy of the talents of be "typed." There was but once
the cast and the staging by Brown, in the entire evening in which she
but the players worked zealously fell into the "Burke" category.
to bring the production up to Her dramatic scenes were never
Pacific Theatre standards.
'hammy' as they could have easily
been, but instead were smooth
NOTHING HAPPENS
It can be easily understood why presentations of a thwarted'
the play did not enjoy a long New character.
York run, for it is reminiscent of MOTHER
Eileen Norton presented local
Materlinck's work, in which noth
ing actually happens; things that theatregoers with a new Pacific
have previously occurred are but Theatre "mother," and a fine
spoken of throughout the play. characterization it was. Her man
However, be it understood that nerisms were particularly good,
the play was mediocre; that can although at times, somewhat
youthful.
not be said of the players.
SMALL ROLES
SO WELL DONE
Pete Davanis and Winnie MerThe presentation presented an
evening of emotional experience iam were very good in small roles.
with the highlight being the first Miss Meriam, in a thankless role,
scene curtain which was so well injected the comedy element into
done that it produced chills in the the production which was sorely
small audience on opening night. needed at times to fill In the emo
tional gap. Davanis, as the father,
CLEAR CUT
The College of the Pacific has was somewhat inconsistent, but
great assets in Bob Culp and seemed to capture the mood as
Glen Huling. Both Culp, who is the play advanced.
attending COP on an athletic FROST IS BEST —
scholarship, and Huling, who is BELONGS!
But the plaudits for the best
an accomplished pugilist, have
splendid voices and are as much dramatic acting of the evening
at home on the stage as they are should go to Shirley Frost. Paci
when representing their respec fic Theatre students could profit
tive athletic skills. Of the two, well by watching her perform
Huling was somewhat more con ance, for she exhibits the essence
sistent, but both presented fine of true stage character to its
best advantage. Miss Frost, has
clear-cut characterizations.
that certain power of sincerity in
NO TYPE
The most improved actress in her roles; a power which makes
"Power Without Glory" was one feel that she actually belongs
Dorothy Martin. Plagued with to the part.

COP's CENTENNIAL OBJECTIVE
TO ERECT MODERN LIBRARY
By LOIS RIGLIN
In 1951 College of the Pacific
will celebrate its 100th birthday.
The Centennial objective for the
college will be the construction
of a new, modern library. Up until
now, other building projects on
Pacific's campus have had prior
ity, and the library was first
housed in Weber Hall and then
moved to a reconstructed power
house, which is our present li
brary.
ONE-STORY CONSTRUCTION
Now the faculty library com
mittee has agreed upon plans for
a new library, which will be
mostly a one-story construction
and will carry out the collegiateGothic architectural motif. The
new library will be constructed in
the lots in back of Weber Hall
between the Chapel and North
Hall. Plans for the new library
represent a project of about a
half million dollars, and will be
the largest single building enter
prise on campus since construc
tion of the original six buildings
in 1924.
HOLD 100,000 BOOKS
The new library will consist of
an administrative unit made up
for receiving, marking, prepara
tion, cataloging, storage and cir
culation of books. The general
reading room, periodical refer
ence room and reserve book rooms
will provide space for a total of
540 readers at one time. The
book stack area will provide fire

proof storage for 130,000 volumes;
more than double the number of
volumes in our present library.
Future space is reserved for an
other wing which will hold nearly
100,000 more books.
Art Farey, Director of Publi
city says of this, "The continu
ally growing student body, the
many new areas of study intro
duced, and the extension o
graduate level studies require the
facilities to handle more students,
more books, and to provide more
opportunity for research activity.
The growth of every academic de
partment is dependent upon a new
library."

ENGINEERS MEET
Last Monday night, December
6, at 8:00 o'clock, the C.O.P. En
gineering Society met in the
Engr. I Bldg. The members set
forth plans for publishing a bro
chure as the first step in a pu
licity campaign to complete t e
necessary laboratories, etc., re"
quired for accreditation.
Also planned is a snow trip
January eighth to Peddler's Hi •
All engineering majors in bot
colleges are urged to participa e
in the society's activities.
Until 1900, members of San
Francisco's Park Commissio
were appointed, and their ac
controlled by the State of Ca
fornia.
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
Today

Tomorrow

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday:
Wednesday
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

8:00 p.m. "John Loves Mary"—Ware-Hazelton
Production.
Beginning of Christmas Vacation.
December 18-29-C.O.P. Mexican Tour-Under Dr. Werner.
December 26 through January 1, 1949—Regional Y.M.C.A. and
Y.W.C.A. Conference at Asilomar.

XMAS CAROLING

ARCHANIA'S
MOTHERS' CLUB

ALPHA THETA TAU

Alpha Theta Tau will honor
Miss Harriet Monroe, dean of wo
men, at a Christmas Dinner party
to be given Wednesday, Decem
ber 15.
After the dinner, the sorority
will carol the various living
groups.

Archania's Mothers' Club, meet
ing for the first time since 1943,
when the Mothers' Club was dis
continued because the house was
inactive, met Wednesday, Novem
ber 24, at Archania. Tea was
served and plans were made for
the electing of officers. Mrs. Lois
Smith has been appointed tem
porary head of the club.
Patronize Our Advertisers

A GIFT FROM THE
WONDER

Is Proudly Given ...
Proudly Received ..

Your F.S.A. Card good
for 20% discount on all
watches, diamonds and
jewelry purchased at

J,\

902 DON BURTON BLDG.

•; ii

Ask Grandma
She Knows

; Any watch cleaned, re> paired and overhauled

';

$5.50
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Tigers Face Hardin-Simmons in Grape Bowl
CUBS OUINTET
TAKE OPENER

By JIM GALLAGHER
Stockton College basketballers,
with a one-won, one-lost record
in early-season practice tilts,
travel to Vlsalla tonight for their
third game of the infant season.
Victors over Placer J.C., 63-46,
their first trip out, the Cubs
tightened up Tuesday night In
the Civic Auditorium, losing to
the Amblers, 7746.
WINRICH HITS
In the Placer tilt, the Cubs,
featuring Bill Swenson's close-in
work and the long-range accuracy
of Darrell Winrich, battled on
nearly even terms during the
first half and then turned on the
steam to pull away from their
smaller rivals during the closing
portion of the contest.
The Ambler debacle was a dif
ferent story, however, as Van
Sweet's group, unable to cope
with the height and experience
of the veteran Stockton five,
lagged 39-22 at the half, and
found the going equally rough
during the second frame.
VISALIA TRIP
Inability to control the back
boards proved the Cubs' undoing
in the Ambler game, but Sweet
hopes to have the situation rem
edied in time for the Visalia
trip.
Britt Smith and Jim Denton
each had nine points to pace the
Cubs in Tuesday's fray, but none
of the Jaysee players enjoyed a
profitable evening.
Doug Scoville, still favoring his
injured ankle, Lodi's Wes Schimke, and big Bob Butterfield, have
not yet acquainted themselves
fully with Cub systems, but have
shown promise In limited appear
ances, and will bear watching in
further contests this season.

Septet Meets San Jose

Face Champs
Last Saturday morning the
Bengal water polo team closed
the books of their home stand for
1948 when Bill Anttila's seven
put the local pool jinx on the
California Faculty Club by a 7 to
4 margin. Only the San Fran
cisco Olympic Club has been able
to take the Tigers this season
while COP was at home, thus
establishing a record for COP to
equal or better when they take
off the wraps next Fall for the
second year of their competing in
water polo.
There was nothing spectacular
in last Saturday's game .either
from the crowd standpoint or in
the game itself. Only a handful
of early risers, the game was at
10 in the morning and that's
early up here on the weekend,
braved the not too good weather
to see the Orange and Black wind
up their home stand. On a whole
water polo has drawn good crowds
all season, much better than was
hoped for last September, when
the Tigers first went to the post
against California.
Once again it was Frank Poucher, who led the scoring for COP,
with 6 points, and following Frank
in scoring was Don Driggs.
At 8:30 tonight in San Jose, the
Colpackers will try to outsplash
and outscore the Spartans from

Paciftt^P&parls
A ROUGH BRAND OF BALL

Gunder Leads Tigers in Track Win

All-Southwest Hook Davies
Leads High Rolling Cowboys
San Joaquin Valley football enthusiasts will receive their final
shot in the arm tomorrow afternoon as the College of the Pacific
meets Hardin-Simmons in the Lodi Grape Bowl venture. A capa
city crowd of 14,000 is expected to be on hand to witness the close
of one of Pacific's best seasons, and their bid for a second straight
win in the Grape Bowl classic.
Tomorrow's clash marks the
meeting of two small enrollment tion. Averaging in the neighbor
schools who play big time cali hood of 200 pounds, the forward
bre football. Despite a compara wall is sparked by tackle Straw
tively small student body, the berry Rowan. Other veterans inCowboys have knocked off so elude: J. Steadman, team cap
many giants of collegiate foot tain, at end; Clardy, Frost and
ball that they are rated on "ma Bailey, guards; Raphelt and Proc
jor College" statistic lists. Pacific, tor at tackle; and Howard Mc
on the other hand, has been gain Chesney, Barker, and Petty at
ing momentum in their drive to center.
ward national recognition, and
Tiger followers feel that the
represents a rough threat to the Pacific offensive game will out
Hardin Simmons legend.
shine anything fielded by the
The Lodi tilt will be the first of visiting Texans. Not since the
three bowl games contracted by San Jose loss have Siemering's
Hardin Simmons this year. Coach backs been held to anything re
Warren Woodson expects to im sembling light scoring. Defensive
prove the team's so-so season rec play, especially pass patterns,
ord of three wins, two ties and has been greatly improved.
two loses, in these three remain Neither Santa Barbara nor Fresno
were able to score against the
ing games.
Tigers. Fresno's attempts to fill
Hardin Simmons is spearheaded the air with passes met with as
by Hook Davis who, last year, was little success as did their ground
the nation's leading rusher with attacks.
1,173 yards to his credit. Once Saturday's game brings down
again this great halfback is among the curtain on the collegiate ca
the leading major college ball reers of six Tigers, five of whom
carriers.
are linemen. George Brumm and
Quarterback John Ford has Tom Atkins will be terminating
come off the bench, where he their five year combined varsity
was so firmly planted last year, experience in their own back yard.
to keep pace with the nation's Siemering will also be hard hit
leading passers. A great spot by the loss of the much improved
passer, Ford has completed 63 Bob Klein. Since the Montana
aerials in 101 attempts. His fa game Klein has been a high spot
vorite receiver has been Bob in the Tiger line. Collie Kidwell
McChesney, a junior end. Mc- will spend next year snapping his
Chesney has gathered in 32 of sheepskin instead of a pigskin.
Ford's passes for a total of 344 Reserve tackle Jim Watters will
yards.
also be wearing the Orange and
Extra point conversions have!Black for the last time. Ray
been no worry to Coach Woodson. Hunter is the only back to be
Paul Bailey has moved from end lost by Pacific. A good spot run
position to boot 29 extra points, ner, Ray has averaged close to
while failing only twice.
ten yards per carry so far this
The same line that led Hardin season. His unusual size and
Simmons to last year's Border loping gait have made him a
Conference title is again in opera-1 hard man to drop all season.

TIGER CROSS COUNTRY
Jack "Gunder" Kirkpatrick,
Richmond's long-winded gift to
the Pacific campus, led the Tiger
cross-country team to victory in
their final meet of the season
last Friday at San Jose. Com
peting against three of the ma
jor small-college powers in Cen
tral California, the Tigers easily
took the meet compiling 39
points against 44 for Cal Poly,
48 for San Jose State and 60 for
San Francisco State.
Kirkpatrick toured the 3%mile course in 16:43, besting San
Jose's Dore Purdy and San Fran
cisco's Bill Holden. He also de
feated Merle Knox of the Olym
pic Club, although the Winged-O
points were not counted in the
final tally.
JACK "Gunder" KIRKPATRICK
Scoring for Pacific were Kirk
In the hats off department,
patrick, first place; Charlie Rich- Preston Garmire, thirteenth; and this writer chooses for "the ath
esin, fifth; Jim Hanny, eighth; Arner Gustavson, fourteenth.
lete of the week," the veteran
Pacific tennis and basketball
star, Henry "Hank" Pfister. The
play of this stellar forward was
outstanding in last Saturday
night's game against the San
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL unspoiled record in two games. Francisco State 'Gators and from
In contests held Tuesday of last all indications this will be the
Omega Phi moved into undis
week the Shmoos outscored a greatest season for one of Paci
puted possession of the lead in
stubborn Hotshot quintet from fic's truly great athletes.
the major division of the COP-SC North Hall 40-30 while the Fac
"Hank" is returning for his
intramural basketball tournament ulty was dropping one to the
third season with the Pacific
Monday night by virtue of an Gears 35-21.
18-11 victory over Rhizomia. This The minor league race is a Varsity Basketball team and last
win, coupled with a previous vic tight affair with four teams dead year was chosen on the second
tory over the Ball and Chain ag locked in a first-place tie. In last team all-conference selection. His
gregation, gives the Bulldogs an Monday's encounters the lads scoring ability, ball handling and
all-around team play make him a
from Quonset C and D couldn't
the prune city. We suggest to any overcome the height advantage real asset to any ball club.
Pfister is a junior at Pacific,
of you that have the evening off of the Anderson Y and came out
to take a couple of hours and on the short end of a 30-23 score. majoring in Physical Education.
make the trip to San Jose to see Tappa Hafa Keg took the measure He hails from San Francisco and
this game. One thing must be of a completely outgunned Ar- was graduated from Commerce
said for San Jose State, they have chania B five 32-16 and Quonset High, where he attained high
a nice pool, if nothing else, and E gained its initial victory when praise for his athletic prowess.
we don't believe there is much it squelched the College Half- He still holds the scoring record
for lightweight basketball and his
else to recommend them.
shots 36-21.

C.O.P.'s Hank Pfister Stands Out
For Top Performance in Athletics

OMEGA PHI TAKES INTRMURAL LEAD 18-11
SHM00S MEET GEARS MON. BOTH UHBEATEN

name can be found among al
categories concerning basketball
and tennis in the San Francisco
area.

"Hank" is a ranking California
tennis player and is single chwnpion of the C.C.A.A. In this, his
third year at Pacific, Pfister may
well come into his own. The de
termination that prevails in
of "Hank's efforts makes
known on all athletic fields an
for all-around brilliance and gen
uine Pacific spirit, we nomina
"Hank" Pfister, "athlete of »>e
week."

W.A.A. NEWS
The W.A.A. traveled to Brent
wood last weekend for a hoc e>
clinic there. W.A.A. played agains
the Northern California Associa
tion and lost both games 2 to
Basketball practice will con
tinue this week and befor^
Christmas vacation, so come ou
and practice with your team-
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sports corner PACIFIC FACES CALIFORNIA IN CAGE BATTLE
By DAVID GERBEB

flie Chronicle and Stockton
g^cord have mentioned a possible
game for Pacific with Nevada U.
at Kezar Stadium on December
26th. So far, they are just
shrugging their shoulders over
at the Athletic Department. Ev
eryone claims it's just rumors. If
It's fact, we can't see anyone put
ting out money until after the
Hardin-Slmmons game. A Paci
fic defeat would be too costly at
the grate and also the 26th falls
on Sunday — a day no Pacific
team ever plays on.

Swimmers

All students who expect to
graduate from Stockton Col
lege or College of the Pacific
this year must pass their
Swimming Test before the end
of this semester. See Chris
Kjeldsen.

BEARS SLIGHT FAVORITE FOR TILT
GAME HELD AT CAL. PAVILION

ago Joe Fan was an important
guy to have support from. Notre
Surely none-the-worse after dropping a 65-56 decision to a
Dame's popularity is built nation
band of ball-hawking Stanford Indians, odds-on favorites to cop
wide, "on the man in the street
the PCL crown they won last in 1942, Pacific's caging Tigers will
Alumni." They are called Sub
be hosted by a green Golden Bear in the Cal Pavilion tomorrow
way Alumni in New York and
evening.
they are the most faithful fans
1 Veteran Blue and Gold mentor
you can get.
Nibs Price presents his most in
So we think these schools are
experienced quintet in years to a
a little selfish in not trying to
Bengal band which has been suc
solve the answer to the No. One
cessful in two of three starts.
team in the nation, in what would
Forward Bob Walker is the only
really by a Fans' Bowl. They
veteran from the brighter days
would also do a great thing by
of Andy Wolf, Chuck Hanger, et
giving needy funds to such un
al, and Cal's 2-3 record to date
fortunate people who must have
MONOGAN SCORES
bears out the lack of sufficient
Santa Clara has just recently our cancer and tubercular organ
savvy.
called off negotiations for next izations fighting for them.
Meeting such foes as the Oak
year's scheduling. Ever since
Bouquet Dept. To Jack "Gunland Bittners, St. Mary's, and
that 21-20 scare in '47 they der" Kirkpatrick whose running
USF in the space of ten days ac
haven't been too anxious . . .
in the fall cross-country meets
counted for the losses, while vic
At last Friday's Pacific-Alum has established the youngster as
tories were notched over S.F.
ni game, Alumnus Bob Monogan, one of the Coast's leading dis
State and Santa Clara.
now our athletic manager, stood tance runners ... To our water
Since the 'Gators were the only
up from the bench to go into polo team that has shot to the
common opponent of Saturday's
the game. One fan yelled, "Look, front in collegiate competition in
rivals, being trumped by Cal
Monogan is going in." "Naw," one short year with a special one
67-47 and by the Cats 70-60, all
replied his companion, "he's just to Coach Bill Anttila and that
indications point to hazardous
phenomenal high-scoring Frank
counting the house."
venturing for those who might
Poucher.
prognosticate tomorrow's out
MICHIGAN - N.D. CLASSIC
Grape Bowl Data—Tomorrow's
People have been trying to get
come.
Michigan and Notre Dame to match will give local fans a
chance
to
compare
the
running
YARDLEY HOT
gether for the last two years to
In view of Stanford's lofty
decide the national championship. of Don Brown and Hook Davis.
pre-season ranking among the
All offers have been made to give With those boys loose, the game
Pacific Coast powers, the Tigers
the game receipts to some char might turn into a midget auto
nine-point loss to the Cardinals
ity or health campaign as cancer race . . . Eight Lodi Boys will be
Tuesday night was far from em
or tuberculosis. The school di seen in action for the Pacific
eleven,
which
includes
trans
barrassing. The locals were no
rectors have said no both times to
planted New Yorker Jack Ross
ticeably disturbed by the speed of
this idea.
the veteran Reds, who were
This columnist thinks they and Oakdaler Eddie LeBaron.
Howie "Sticks" Pearce lays one in from the stratosphere as A1 Levy boosted immeasurably by Yardshould get together in the inter Guard George Brum ends his col
looks on from below. "Sticks" altitude shots helped Pacific take ley's 20-point performance.
ests of some worthy organiza lege playing days tomorrow in
San
Francisco State, 70-60.
front
of
many
Lodians
who
re
He nudged out our own Buddy
tion and as a gift to Joe Fan.
Proulx by one digit in the scor
These schools are supported by member him as one of Lodi High
ing race, the diminutive Pacific
more than the Alumni or student School's outstanding players.
Q. B. CLUB TO FETE TIGER SQUAD
forward enjoying a 19-point
body. When Michigan was just MUSCLES RITTER
Bud Foster, San Francisco spree on eight field goals and
The Stockton Quarterback Club
Bob McMahon and Millard
another ball club not too long
will hold their Annual Christmas 49er football broadcaster, and three free throws.
Pfister's 14 markers earned
party for the College of Pacific well known sports writer, will be
football squad at the Flotill din the main speaker for the gather him runner-up spot in scoring
ing room on the evening of De ing. The Christmas affair will among the losers, whiie Stephensen and Iversen each bucketed
cember 15th.
terminate the Fall season meet nine for the victors.
ings of the sports-minded club.
In the initial intercollegiate tilt
SPORTS CORNER CONT.
Their main aim is to stimulate staged on the home court, Pacific
Stroh may get to participate in interest in Collegiate athletics as overwhelmed S.F. State 70-60
the National Gymnastic Tourna a main part of a progressive Saturday night after downing the
ment . . . Pacific's All-Coast Bas sports curriculum for the city of Alumni 49-45 on the previous
ketball star Jack Toomay Is the Stockton.
evening.
man responsible for the Tigers'
successful out of bounds play.
Featured at THE SKI SHOP ...
He's now playing for the Wash
ington Capitols and waiting for
Skiis
—By Anderson & Thompson
a second addition to the family.
Groswoud & Grege
Norm Ritter, Cub's capable guard,
Binding's —By Anderson & Thompson
is doing all sorts of arm exer
and Doure
cises since his roommates re
Clothing
marked how puny his biceps are
—By White Stag and B. F. Moore
for a football player.
Boots
—By Sandger and Bertman
The current play at the Pacific
Ready for the Grape Bowl Game are these three Tigers who
were selected for post-season honors on several all-star teams. From Theatre reminds one of a certain
left to right: Harry Kane, A11-C.C.A.A., Little All-Coast. Eddie football official so well known at
WE RENT —
LeBaron, Little All-American, Little All-Coast, A11-C.C.A.A., and C.O.P. It's called, "Power With
SKIIS
POLES
Ail-American, and John Rohde, A1I-C.C.A.A. and Little All-Coast. out Glory."
SKI BOOTS
Patronize our advertisers.
CAR RACKS
TOBOGGANS
LET'S MEET AT —
We Can WAX Your Skiis,
WATCH
Put on Metal Edges
Install Bindings
THIS CORNER!
YES,
Stockton's
Finest Complete
• JOHN GUILFOYLE •
Repair and Sales Shop

Every week a hit of the week

will be given

WaSid 7if£e/vi

FREE!

to the student picked from
Directory — YOU may be
N E X T !

2001 Pacific Avenue

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 3-2346

HOTEL STOCKTON BUILDING
129 East Weber Avenue
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Young Israel Came To Morris Chapel
Students had an intimate
glimpse of YOUNG Israel through
the eyes of two of its young pa
triots in a recent Chapel service.
Miss Alisa Pnueli and Captain
Yehuda Koppel, both veterans of
the recent campaigns in Israel,
spoke in an appeal for friendship
and understanding for the cause
for which they were and are
fighting.
SMALLEST TO LARGEST

Miss Pnueli began with a brief
but stirring explanation of their
mission, saying that they came
as two tense soldiers from their
homeland front to find friendly
contacts with the American peo
ple. They came, she said, as rep
resentatives of the "youngest and
smallest democracy to the strong
est and the largest," and reminded
the audience that Israel did not
seek a war which had been
forced upon them. She suggested
comparisons with the early strug
gles of the American Revolution.
THE SITUATION

Captain Koppel spoke at great
er length, explaining the cause
and present situation in Israel.
He began by mentioning that
this was the anniversary of the
day in which the U. N. had estab
lished a State of Israel. This, he
hoped, would be established peace
fully. He mentioned conversa
tions with Arabian and English
friends who shared this hope. In
stead, Captain Koppel declared,
Israel was attacked by the com
bined armies of six nations at the
very moment when they were
leaving the country without an
army or police force except the
"underground" Haganah.
FACTORS FOR SURVIVAL

Israel was outnumbered (seven
teen to one) and was out-gunned.
Captain Koppel suggested that
their survival was owed to two
factors: the Arabs had no actual
reason for fighting, but were
pushed into it by their feudal
leaders, and the Jews had "their
backs to the sea."
The young captain went on to
say that heroic deeds were per

WINGED

Windmiller Inside U. N.

PACIFIC MARKET
QUALITY — COURTESY

A thing of beauty should be a joy
for now and forever. That's why
our diamonds are painstakingly
chosen for their purity . . . their
brilliance . . , they are uniform in
exquisite beauty for a lifetime of
enjoyment.
Bridal duet Set with 10 spark
ling diamonds, in a channel
mounting ol 14K gold.

BUDGET
TERMS

GROCERIES - MEATS - VEGETABLES - BAKERY GOODS
3200 Pacific Ave.
Dial 6-6136

—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—

Telephone 34952

1603 Pacific Avenue

DRIVE-IN

'CLEANERS
"THE HOUSE OF PERSONAL SERVICE"
24 Hour Cleaning Service — 2 Day Laundry Service
"FELLAS"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

Corner
MAIN &
SUTTER

SKI NEWS

By HENNY
formed of which no soldier can
tell adequately. He told of the
previous to the vote on the Yugo
(Continued from page 1)
Negev, a desert which the Jews
slav motion challenging compe The C.O.P. ski team, consisting
had been able to make fertile vote was taken on the order in tence, the majority of the com of Eddie Kauppila, Bob Wilson
where they had worked with it, which the resolutions would come mittee, including all of the per Roger Wickman, Bob Bonshue
and in which they hoped to settle up for a vote.
manent members of the Security and Bob McMahon, will partici
At this time when the tangle Council, had declared they would pate in three intercollegiate ski
the desperately impoverished and
was becoming a likely vehicle for vote against the Argentine propo meets during the '48-'49 season
suffering D.P.s from Europe.
Abbott and Costello, the delegate sal. Consequently the Argentine The first meet will take place at
YEHIAM
He closed with the tale of the from Burma, Mr. U. Olm, asked withdrawal was only a face-saving Mt. Rosebowl in Nevada, Feb
19th, with Utah, San Jose State
village of Yehiam, a place cut for the floor. He had not pre gesture.
California, Stanford, U.C.L.A
off from the rest of Israel, with viously spoken and consequently
PRE-ARRANGED
Fresno, Oregon, Nevada, and
one machine gun against army caused some of the more bored
This made Dr. Arce angry, and C.O.P. taking part.
units. The speaker's friend, Ben delegates to put down their news
he spoke for several minutes to The next clash will be held
Ami perished commanding the papers.
the effect that he had acted March 5th at Yosemite. The
first rescue mission, and Captain BURMA DELEGATE
merely in the spirit of coopera same schools will take part with
Koppel himself got through with
He was a young fellow, pos
tion. Poland came right back at the exception of Oregon and
the second.
sibly in his twenties, wore heavy
him
asserting that not only had Utah.
Yehiam, said the Captain, horn-rimmed glasses and spoke
means "The people shall live." English with the quaint Oriental- Argentina failed to cooperate, The third and final meet of the
The young veterans stayed a English accent that characterizes but that the whole incident had season will be the Vanderbilt
few minutes after the service to the speech of the inhabitants of been prearranged to embarrass meet at Sugar Bowl on April 9.
talk with enthusiastic students former British colonies in the Yugoslavia. After all, if he All of the aforementioned teams
who found them charming and Orient. His speech was appar wanted to cooperate, why hadn't will participate.
interesting young people.
ently spontaneous for it was not he withdrawn his proposal before
Bob Wilson was elected cap
Alisa Pnueli hopes to return to well organized, but his message the vote on competence?
tain for the team for the season
At this point the delegate from SNOW EXCURSION
her native home in Jerusalem to was clear enough.
resume her studies in a teachers
He said in plain words what Paraguay had something to say. Some twenty students of Units
college from which she was drawn everyone knew and what no one He deplored the attack on Dr. II and III went on a one-day ex
into the fighting as a volunteer had previously voiced: that no Arce by the Polish delegate, and cursion last Sunday to Peddlers
member of a commando unit. new members would be admitted said that the latter characterized Hill. According to all reports,
Captain Koppel is a veteran of until the Russian sponsored na himself as "an angel and a cher the trip was successful and fun
World War II, a member of the tions were also admitted. He said ub." Furthermore he knew that for all. However, the skiing was
Haganah, and took active part in that he would like to see the Poland was merely following in hampered by the fact that only
the taking of Jenin. He now lives spirit of compromise prevail, and the Soviet orbit.
one rope tow was operating and
in Haifa.
asked that all twelve applicants INFLUENCE ASSERTED
a near blizzard was in progress.
Katz-Suchy got the floor again
be admitted. "After all," he said,
Total injuries consisted of one
and
asserted that he did not like broken thumb.
"we
want
all
nations
of
the
world
WANT TO BE
to belong to the UN so that all the inference of the Paraguaian
AN ACTOR?
delegation to the effect that Po
Save the Date—Dec. 15.
Try-outs are now open for nations can work together for land was a satellite. "In fact," he
peace.
Let
both
sides
give
and
Save the Time—8 p.m.
the talent show to be given
said, "in our schools and geo
YWCA Christmas Party
after the first of the year on take."
graphy books when we need an
His
remarks
were
completely
at Anderson Y.
south campus. Apply at gym.
ignored and Burma was quiet for example of an economic satellite
Movies, Christmas caroling,
we
use
Paraguay."
the rest of the morning.
refreshments. A 10-cent gift
When the delegate from Para
SCENE SET
FOR CHRISTMAS
for children's hospitals would
Stuck for a Xmas Gift?
Before the morning session ad guay got the floor again he blew be greatly appreciated.
See Ed James or Herb Hart— journed, the scene was set for all of his fuses, pounding the
' All women students invited.
Room 311 Administration fireworks in the afternoon. An table, bumping his microphone
Building for Time, Life, and Argentine draft resolution was and shaking his finger at the
Fortune gift rates.
apparently considered by the Polish delegate. His anger was so Soviet opposition and were sent
majority, including the US and great that his speech exploded on their merry way to be scuttled
the USSR, as being contrary to into the microphone at a speed in the Security Council.
LOST
A '36 fraternity pin (Beta the charter, but Argentine per that left the various interpreters NO HOPES
Alpha) . . . about one-half sistence had apparently frightened breathless. "Paraguay has always
Even the sponsors of these reso
inch square. The face is black Yugoslavia's Leo Mattes. At any voted independently," he said.
lutions don't expect that they will
onyx with gold trim. Return rate he invoked rule 110 chal
At this point chairman Romulo
bear fruit. The Soviet veto is in
to Los and Found.
lenging the competence of the interrupted saying, "This has be evitable. What then do they ex
committee to consider such a come an exchange of brick-bats." pect to gain — the support of
resolution. This move brought on BURMA AGAIN
world public opinion against Rus
the opposition of the US on the
Shortly afterward the delegate sia by securing another veto to
from
Burma
again
took
the
floor
grounds that challenging the
point to as evidence of non-coop
competence of the group might and stated that since he had been
eration?
set an unfavorable precedent. The ignored the first time, he was To watch this endless struggle
Yugoslav motion was then de now officially proposing an to fix the blame for past failures
feated by a vote of 10 to 28 with amendment to the Belgian draft
in the UN while the world arms
11 abstentions.
resolution changing it to a request
itself for the next war is certain
POLAND EXPRESSES
for reconsideration of all 12 ap
ly cause for idealistic young peo
The committee having thereby plications for membership.
ple to go slightly fanatical as did
declared itself competent to con
By ignoring it the committee World Citizen Garry Davis in his
sider the proposal prepared to completely rejected Burma's plan
gallery performance in the Gen
vote it down, whereupon Dr. Arce of compromise. No one sided
eral Assembly two weeks ago.
of Argentina promptly withdrew with the Burmese point of view,
Davis said he wanted to speak for
it. This action brought Katz- not even the Soviet Union. Nobody
the people. Certainly somebody
Suchy of Poland to the floor. He wanted to compromise. Instead
should. It's the people who are
said he wanted the chairman to the Belgian resolution and the
paying for the tons of paper, the
have it noted in the record that others passed the committee over
gallons of ink, and the thousands

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

of typewriters that record the
words of these futile debates, and
it will be the people who will pay
more dearly if they prove to be
insufficient to preserve the peace.
By the way, where is our custo
dian service?
(The Weekly)
MANY PLEASING
DISTINCTIVE

-GIFTS-

FOR YOU
TO CHOOSE FROM
— at —

Walter's House
of Gifts
2119 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2112
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Young Framers Give Resolutions
pertinent to World Affairs at
Recent Regional I.R.C. Meet
of the recent regional meet of the International Relations
said Ben Brown, Pacific branch President, "came some fine
resolutions pertinent to world affairs." "These resolutions are not
necessarily for policies among nations," he continued, "however,
they have come to be considered very good when considering the
level of experience of the framers."
Th resolutions follow:
"Out

Club,"

POPULATION, IMMIGRATION,
CONSERVATION

that a United Na
tions commission be established
to study the ecological relation
ships between populations and
natural resources, taking into
consideration the life-sustaining
potentials of the earth and the
possible new development of food
sources, and finally seeking a so
lution of the present problems.
As presented and submitted by
DICK JENEVEIN
Panel Secretary
It was further submitted by the
Panel Representative that the
specific purpose of such a com
mission, as recommended above,
would be to balance the food
supply with the population of
the world.
Resolution approved and ac
cepted by unanimous vote.
RESOLVED,

GERMANY —'
AMERICA'S PROBLEM?

4. Resolved, that there is a
necessity for a guard force for
the Security Council of the United
Nations.
5. Resolved, that there be an in
crease in the support of the spe
cialized agencies of the United
Nations Organization.
6. Resolved, that there be an
increase in the financial aid to
the United Nations and its spe
cialized agencies so that they may
have a budget large enough to get
things done.
7. Resolved, that there must be
greater dissemination of the posi
tive achievements of the United
Nations, especially through the
newspapers.
8. Resolved, that we must adopt
a more cooperative attitude in
community relations starting at
home.
As presented and submitted by
MARY GILPATRIC
Panel Secretary
There was discussion on Reso
lution No. 3 when two delegate
schools contended that it would
not be possible for capitalism and
communism to cooperate, since
Russia has openly admitted that
she will not cooperate. Further
pointed out that the United States
must do a good deal of the co
operating, to reduce tension. If
our Marshall Plan is to succeed
and if we are to stimulate muchneeded trade with other countries,
non-cooperation would certainly
crush our efforts and our pur
poses. This type of action was
opposed on the grounds that it
was a one-sided cooperation and
therefore appeasement.
Panel supporters suggested that
the kind of cooperation implied
in the Resolution would involve
necessarily shipping, exchange of
goods and trade with Russia.
Further, it was not possible for
the Panel to judge the political
potentialities for agreement or
disagreement in this case.
Entire Resolution approved and
accepted by unanimous vote, as
clarified by discussion.

RESOLVED, that although a
basic solution to the German
problem rests with the Soviet
Union and the United States, they
must take into consideration the
interests of the other nations of
the world.
Further resolved, that the White
House, the Congress, the State
Department, the Legislature,
should work more closely together
with regard to a long-range and
consistent policy.
As presented and submitted by
Panel Secretary
The original resolution was not
acceptable to the group by a roll
call vote and a committee was
appointed to reorganize the state
ment. The above statement was
submitted and discussed and
found acceptable by the entire
group.
The Panel wished to stress the
conclusion that the problem lies
specifically with the U.S. and Rus
sia, but generally includes the
entire world and that the entire
world must be considered. Too,
they pointed out a need for more
consistency and stabilization on
the part of the U.S., and for a
better-adjusted policy of coopera ATOM BOMB OR
tion among our own forces in the ATOM CONTROL?
establishment of a more far- RESOLVED, that realizing that
s'ghted policy.
peace of itself can only be the
Resolution approved and ac- product of policies directed to
eepted by unanimous vote after ward its acquisition and main
discussion and committee action. tenance, the panel on atomic con
WORLD GOVT
trol recommends that each club
NOT PRACTICAL
conducts public forums, presents
RESOLVED, that it be agreed movies, and in general stimulates
that although world government public interest toward problems
is ultimate it is not practical now.
of control of atomic energy, so
Therefore, we must cooperate that the general public can better
more fully with the United Na fulfill its function as a responsi
tions in order to strengthen it. ble electorate when the ultimate
In order to do this we adopted proposal for international atomic
the following proposals:
energy control is brought before
Resolved, that:
the United States Senate for rati
!• There must be the proper fication.
education of the children and
As presented and submitted by
students in the schools of all na
ARTHUR B. PADILLA
tions toward internationalism.
Panel Secretary
2. Resolved, that moves should
Resolution approved and ac
ho made to have a cooperative cepted by unanimous vote.
spirit between capitalism and
WHAT SOLUTION FOR
communism.
3. Resolved, that there must be PALESTINE?
a dissemination of
the funda The following general resolu
mentals of all religions, especi tions were set forth after a criti
ally in following the Golden Rule. cal analysis of the panel discus-

For Women Only
"Along with the new look,
everyone is wearing unusual
costume jewelry. A pretty brace
let, necklace or a pair of unusual
ear screws can add tremendously
to any costume if worn in the
right combinations. For example,
one would hardly wear delicately
carved gold bracelets and ear
screws with saddle oxfords, plaid
skirt and a sweater."
"Another point to watch is how
you combine your jewelry. A gold
bracelet and a silver pin might
each look all right with a par
ticular dress, but when worn to
gether would be very inappropri
ate. Never mix gold and silver
jewelry."

VERSATILITY

RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS WEEK
PLAY WRITING CONTEST RULES
The rules for the playwriting contest for Religious emphasis
Week, March 6 -12, have been chosen by the Pacific Religious Life
Committee. The chosen script will be performed during that week.
The contest rules for the play,*
which will be presented as a cli to withhold any awards if no play
max to the week, are as follows: meets acceptable standards.
5. The submitting of a play to
1. The play must be the original
work of one or more students in the contest implies permission for
Unit II and Unit III and must not use by the College of the Pacific
have been produced previously personnel.
on the campus.
6. The plays will be judged by a
2. The play must concern itself member of the Radio Depart
with some great religious truth. ment, the English Department
and the department of Religious
(Christian.)
3. The play may either be a Education.
thirty-minute Radio Drama or a 7. Entries must be submitted to
play suitable for presentation in Lawton Harris by Monday, Janu
the Little Theatre. It should be ary 31, 1949.
of one or more acts and will be 8. Prize money: 1st, $50.00; 2nd,
the climax to Religious Emphasis $25.00.
9. All scripts become the prop
Week.
4. The judges reserve the right erty of C.O.P.

"Some jewelry is quite versa
tile. A small pin, for instance,
can be used to hold a scarf in
place on your shoulder, as a pin
to hold back your haid, as a decor
ative touch to dress up a plain
f f
purse, or on a simple pair of "RUSSIA & U.S. AT WAR BY '51
black gloves."
"Another thing, don't wear SAYS SWING DURING LECTURE
your watch with a formal no
That the United States and Rus ization to curb the wickedness of
matter how pretty your watch
sia
will be at war by 1951 unless the world."
may be."
American foreign policy is Swing, who recently returned
TABOO!
changed and a world government from a tour of Europe, com
"Lastly, never wear too much is established was the essence of mented on the foreign policy ex
jewelry no matter how well it all the lecture presented by Raymond pression in the western sector.
matches. An old policy, but still Swing, noted news analyst and "The air lift for example," he
a very good one, is after you commentator, who spoke at the said, "is not doing enough to ful
have completely finished dress College of the Pacific auditorium fill the economical or military life
ing, step away from the mirror Thursday night. Swing appeared of Berlin." He believes the only
and get a good full length view of under the auspicies of the Pacific merits the air lift has is in work
yourself, then remove one piece Lecture Series and discussed the ing the peoples of Germany away
of jewelry and you will look general topic "History on the from the rule of the Russians,
much smarter."
influencing them toward the
March."
"Today the world is divided be American viewpoints.
tween a staggering world conflict The noted radio commentator
sions concerned with, "What Plan of two powers, the United States presented an air of clear thinking
for Palestine?":
and Russia," he stated in analyz and cool calm interpretations
1. It was the general concensus ing the foreign situation bearing throughout his speech. He raised
of opinion that "Contributing" in mind in his examination that his voice but once in stating
outside factors such as:
the world is standing today on "The peoples of the United States
The struggle for natural re the brink of another great world should make themselves heard
sources of the Middle East, struggle.
now in advocating a world govern
The pressure of world power Because the world is now in ment, for the American govern
politics,
the grasp of a two-power control, ment will have to take the lead
The desire for strategic mili Swing decidedly announced that in the establishment."
tary bases, and
Dr. Malcolm Eiselen introduced
collective security is impossible,
The Arab League influences, and that the chief weakness of the the speaker and served as modera
while important elements in re world is that "there is no organ tor during the question period.
solving the Palestine difficulty,
could be minimized.
2. That the United Nations, as
KAEO PROGRAMS
an arbitrating force would be in
7:15 Tony Comes Calling
MONDAY
THROUGH
effective in settling the Palestine
7:30 Experimental Theatre
FRIDAY MORNING:
issue, as long as it held no mili
8:00 AWS Party
7:30 The Rudy Jensen Show
8:15 News
8:00
Guest
Star
tary power to check the parties
8:30
Music To Study By
8:15 Muse and Newsic
9:15 Request Show
of aggression.
8:30 Needles and Spins
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT:
9:00 That's all 'til Tonight
3. That settlement should be
7:00 Tiger Tempos
SUNDAY NIGHT:
7:15
About
Music
Makers
negotiated directly between the
7:00 Tiger Tempos
7:30 The Classic Quarter
7:45 Feminine Focus
7:45 The Furhman Show
opposing factions in the light of
8:00 Pick-a-Ticket
8:00 Feminine Focus
8:30 Music to Study By
"de facto" recognition of Israel
8:15 John Graves Show
9:15 Request Show, Call 3-1449
8:30 Let's Take a Look
by the Two Great World Powers.
8:45 Music to Study By
MONDAY NIGHT:
4. That the cultural and ethni
7:00 Tiger Tempos
9:00 Sporting Scene
9:15 Request Show
7:15 Pacific Review
cal problems involved must be
7:30 Tiger Tempos II
THURSDAY NIGHT:
7:00 Quonset Goes Calling
7:45 Choral Serenade
negated in the face of realistic
7:15 Sports Prophet
8:00 Pacific Previews
action towards settlement of the
7:30 Time for Music
8:15 News
7:45 Tiger Tempos
8:30 Pacific Speaks
"Palestine Question."
9:00 Request Show
8:15 News
8:30Music
to Study By
5. That Partition is undesirable
TUESDAY NIGHT:
9:15 Requeit Show, Call 3-1449
7 :00 Tiger Tempos
as presently proposed, and that
in all probability the most desir
able plan would be constitutional
federation of the principle areas
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
involved in the dispute.
Patronize Our Advertisers!
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SWEEPINGS
by
Mis Cellaneous

DRAMA SPOTS
By HARRIS

Tonight is your last chance to for my money give me the tyt*
see
"Power Without Glory" of play that caused one of th
J. Case Burton
—
— Editor
PETE HAS TROUBLES!
Lee Gerard
Business Manager
Pacific Theatre's second offering regular first nighters, a prom*
Alien Woodall, James R. Morrison
—
—Faculty Advisors
Pete Davanis, chairman of the of the current season. There has nent insurance broker here jn
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student As Rally Committee has been having been some comment that while town, to stop me in the lobby
sociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
his trouble these days. First, he the show has a good plot and idea and say, "That was a wonderfm
..Associate Editor scheduled Old Time Movies for a behind it, the whole thing has play, but I'm just exhausted emo
Doug Brodie
News Editor certain date, and when he learned been stretched out too thin. This tionally." Or to cause another
Charles Harris...
Copy Editor
Jack Francis..
Sports
Editor that the pictures couldn't arrive may be true and I won't argue it couple to leave the theatre arguDavid Gerber
..Society Editor
Lillian Juanitas
Cartoonist in time, he placed Dave Brubeck, because the persons making the ing about which of the brothers
Ted Toomay
Photographers pianist, in their place. However, statement are more competent did it. But enough . . .
Jillson and Toal.
„._..Club Editor
Anne McEniry
Exchange Editor Brubeck is having his troubles, critics than I. BUT . . . looking SHOW BOAT HERE SOON
Eileen Eddy
at it from the point of view of
No doubt a word to the wise
REPORTERS—Jean Crayn, Phillip Gutherie, Robert Haaker, Philip Korbholz, too. Something about a tuba
Anan McAlaster, Marilyn Piatt, Edmond Powell, David Whitver, Felisa Cappillo player in Berlin, or something . . . the ordinary play-goer, it's a darn is sufficient when I say that the
Lois Driffill, Jim Moss, Richard Armbrust, Nance Blackburn, Henry Bright, Eileen
Eddy, Robert Foote, James Gallagher, Marilyn Green, Helen Hicks, Robert If you see a Tommy Tiger stag good play and one that will keep production "Show Boat" will be
Jiminez, Janice Merrill, John Nuget, Wilma Rudel, Dean Stark, Salvado Valverde, gering down the street muttering your interest from start to finish. here for one night only Wednes
Susan Walters, Carol Wood, Barrett McFadon and Lola Riglin.
It's bad journalistic policy to day, Jan. 12, in the High School
unintelligbly to himself . . .
start off with a long paragraph auditorium. Tie a string around
that's Pete, ok.
STUDENTS AFFAIRS LEGISLATION
(your readers lose interest and your finger, that's one that no
It was a very nice gesture on look for greener fields), but I'm one will want to miss.
AGAINST CHEATING ADOPTED
the part of Unit II and Unit III not through talking about "Pow RIP VAN WINKLE — 13th
"Rip Van Winkle," the second
directors to invite Unit I officers er Without Glory" yet, so I'll
—OPEN HEARING TO BE HELD
just go on in this second para of the Studio Theatre's produc
to attend the Winter Formal.
graph . . . now that you are re tions in the series "One Hundred
The nagging problem of cheating, has finally been solved. Last
Years in the American Theatre"
freshed by the break.
year, the Student Affairs Committee with a joint personnel com
MORE TROUBLES
To my mind when the audience wll be presented December 13, 15
mittee of JC and COP faculty attempted to rid the campus of the
Speaking of trouble, Mrs. Sheri
unsportsmanlike practice, however time ran short and it has dan, dance instructor on campus, leaves the theatre arguing as to and 16. This is another one of
carried on . . . until today.
has her share also. A week ago who really did commit the mur those—"You'll laugh your head
It was announced today that the Committee and a cross-section Thursday, a group that she had der the play is a long way from off"—shows. The student director,
of the administration had adopted a set of resolutions to curb coached for many weeks were to being a flop and is a refreshing Barbara Rowley, has been doing
the problem and at the same time do away with the factors that perform in the Auditorium. But change from the wishy-washy a good job getting the play lined
it seems that the set for "Power type production that after you up with the right people in the
encourage it.
Without Glory" did not reckon have seen it there is nothing more right parts.
RESOLUTIONS —
Doug Dupen is cast as Rip Van
with the dancers nor they with it. to say . . . You've seen a play
The students adopted the following resolutions:
Winkle;
while Lucille Beggs, a
period,
presented
either
well
or
A
piece
of
carpeting
(which
in
(1) . . . That individual professors be held responsible for any
cheating done in their classes, and that professors should not give cidentaily took 3 hours to lay) poorly — mark it down in your new-comer behind Pacific's foot
prevented the performance. Un little black book so you won't in lights, is taking over the part of
the same tests and term paper assignments year after year.
(2) . .. That a student-faculty committee be set up to eliminate daunted, Mrs. Sheridan and the advertantly see it twice and then Gretchen, Rip's nagging wife.
From what I hear she is doing a
the problem, and that this committee be made up of an equal Group plan their performance forget about it.
That may be O.K. for some, but good job with the part.
number of students and faculty . . . three students for each unit. for sometime early in January.
(3) ... That each student get an "F" when caught for the Watch for this performance! The
first time; that each student get "flunked" from the class for scenes that the group are doing
the second offense; that registration be canceled when dropped portray the gradual adjustment
of a college girl to college life.
from two (2) classes for cheating.
(4) ... And finally, that since the sororities, fraternities and The sequences and the accom
other living groups have test, term paper files, that the professors panying music are both original
file their examinations in the library. This would make good study pieces of work.
papers for students and at the same time force professors to give
SCOP AND MAYER
different tests each year.
And now for Scop. The print
OPEN HEARINGS
Open hearings on the problem of cheating are to be held in ing company that did the cover
work for the new campus maga
the near future.
Years ago, cheating was not a problem in the two schools, zine should hang it's head in
shame. As for the rest of the
however, of late it has become quite COMMON.
Cheating is not fair, not even to cheaters. It is never ap magazine it is a swell new pub
lication. Dan O'Brien and staff
plauded; it's always looked down upon.
Legislation of this sort is not a flower in our button hole here deserve much thanks for fulfill
at Pacific. But many deem it necessary until it is possible for ing a need.
Special acclaim goes to Kurtis
us to wipe the dust off the policy of "the Honor System," which
R. Mayer, who's Journey Into A
disappeared some twenty years ago or more.
White Man's Land, is a clear ex
pression of sincerity coupled
with clear thinking. The young
German fellow has marvelous in
trospect into our problems for
having been in the U.S. just eight
years.

ssSf,"

CAMPUS TRAFFIC PROBLEM
UNDER POLICE CONTROL
There are four million automobiles in California. "Half
of them seem to be on campus and in the wrong parking
zones," observed a student, who for the umpteenth time has
appeared in court in line with his fellow perpetrators.
"When I parked there," he said, "I was late for class
and I was amazed to find a little slip on the windshield when
I returned.' Not only that, but two of my friends received
them, too," he complained.
"There's no safety in numbers or anything else."
When the same young gentleman appeared in the cold,
dark hall the next day, he paid $2.50. One of his buddies,
a liberal young fellow who doesn't believe in the draft,
woman suffrage, or parking tickets, failed to appear. The
Judge said that he had violated No. 742 of the Vehicle code
and promptly asked for fifty stones.
If you're cited on Stadium Drive, the fine is between
$2.50 and $5.00," says Wm. Madden, campus officer. Stadium
Drive is under city supervision.
The whole campus, people, is under police supervision;
which means your transportation oughta be parked in the
right places.
Last year campus representatives in an effort to solve
the campus parking problem, finally voted to turn it over
to the city traffic division.
And we must admit that the problem is being solved
and what expense!

Editor Weekly:
Not long ago, a few represen
tatives from a national fraternity
honored Archania with an invita
tion for affiliation. Archania,
however, was requested to "po
litely drop" a few of its members
because this national fraternity
recognized racial lines. Archania
"politely asked" a few people to
leave — the national representa
tives.
The problem of racial discrim
ination and prejudice has not been
solved . . . but in our own back
yard, Archania has taken a defin
ite step in breaking down a na
tional brickwall. The members of
Archania, who voted against na
tional fraternal recognition to
keeping within the higher ideals
of Americanism, fair play, and
equality, are to be commended.
W. S. QUIRE
A NON-Archite

"The Spirit of Dutch Cleanser", B. Wilson
supplied some muscle power of
LEISURE HOURS
What do student body presi his own.
dents do on their off hours? Bob
Bob has been taking upon him
Wilson has just barely been able
self the burden of keeping the
to make ends meet in regard to
FSA offices spic and span. Hes
time these past few weeks, with
already produced a sack of sweep
only 24 hours in a day.
ing compound, several brooms,
Since the transfer of the FSA
offices to the Student Union and a dust pan.
President Wilson reports that
Building, there has been no jani
torial service and so Bob has "rumor has it, janitorial service
been hot after some service and , may be forthcoming." However,
equipment. Not only has he so far, this rumor remains un
achieved results but he's even founded.

